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Dream Home: tlrn Jo*estic in curcent art practice

'If we have retained an element of dream in our memories, if we have gone beyond rnerely

assernbling exact recollections, bit by bit the house that was lost in the rnists of time will appear

from out the shadow. We do nothing to recognise it; with intimacy it recovers its entity, in the

mellowness and irnprecision of the inner life. lt is as though something fluid has collected our

memories and we ourselves were dissolved in this fluid of the past.' I

This exhibition exaurines the way the domestic worlds we have known insert their presence in our inner lives through dream and

memory; our psyches are in a sense embedded in bricks and urortar and the banal objects of our everyday lives. The domestic

therefore is an important site for investigation by contemporary artists. Bachelard speaks of what is'mellow','imprecise',
'shadowfy]', 'dissolving', 'fluid'; these words have guided the selection of the work and therefore detemrine the mood of the show.

They point us toward the two underlying but integral themes in the exhibition: perception and memory, absence and loss.

Dream Home was inspired by my meeting in Paris at the Cit€ Intemationale des Arts in 2005 with an important Israeli artist,
Dvora Morag, who uses the domestic as her primary place of investigation.r lt brings together established and emerging artists and

investigates ways in which they explore the domestic in their current art practice in a range of media - painting, drawing, video,

sculptural and perfomrance installation. The title is also intended as an ironic play on Australians' love aftbir with owning their own
'dream home', now increasingly out ofthe reach ofmany. In recent years Australia's dream home - the suburban or inner city house

and garden aspired to by most Australian tbmilies - has grown to nightrnarish proportions. Our cities are spawning suburbs of
massive energy inefficient McMansions. lnevitably the title alludes to this phenomenon.
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Dvora Morag is an Israeli artist who works across several media, sculpture. painting and installation. I was very interested in her
determination to use her home as an archive or resource for her work. I was excited by rnuch of her work, but the scroll paintings
suggested the possibility of transportation and so the idea for the exhibition was born. While resident in Paris for six months Morag
was painting using a horizontal scroll format and irnagery sourced from her own horne, photographed at night. Entitled Line ln' Line,
the series was designed as an installation with the viewer placed in the middle looking out and around - to allow him/her to tap

into hisAer personal experience. She says also that she thought of tlris as being an r.rnstable, an uncomfortable place for the viewer.
She has now completed thirty metres of painting. Obscuring the real objects depicted in the paintings are rhythmic stripes through
which rve see the banal elements ofher domestic space. These include light bulbs, lampshades, containers for food and utensils, the

clutter rvhich accumulates on kitchen tables, a table set for a family meal. The stripes allow the objects in the image to expand and

contract, light and dark altemate creating a rhythm, we see, we don't see. The overlaying of stripes is about how we perceive reality,
in particular painful and sometimes honific aspects of reality are too much; we can only take small glances or look through a barrier.
Morag's mother and father were survivors of Auschwitz and as a result she says there were 'difficult' irnages amongst the t'amily
photos. As a child Morag could only look at these photos with her fingers covering her eyes while imagining this other world.

I recall Morag in 2005 saying that she wasn't entirely sure what the work was about. There was the quote from Isaiah 45:7 "l fbrm
the light, and create the darkness."i However, in the process of making the work its intent became clear - there is the determination to
make visible what society tries to ignore - the labour and eftbrt a mother invests in the home. The compulsive, repetitive aspect of
the process of paintlng is 'mimetic of daily chores in the horne'.a Morag says: 'l would like to mark by my way of painting and lry
subjects all tvhich is not se-r1,: all which is not conceived as heroic in culhrre'.s There is also. she savs. 'the searching for the absent

mother that leaves (scattersl) behind her signs that are witness to her being'.6
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Pat Brassington's work is well known to Australian audiences and creates a very different feeling: her dornesticity is oppressive
and dank. There is aesthetic pleasure to draw you in but her images are perverse; there is no comfort. One is tempted to think
of Brassington's work as autobiographical but it rarely is. An exception, however. is the sculptural installation, Book of'Jonah,
1932, sinking into ct world v'hose bars w'otrld hold ne./itst foreter ( | 993) made shortly after her father's death and now rernade
for this exhibition. The installation consists offloorboards leaning against the gallery wall beneath which are sorne discarded
items of her t'ather's retrieved from ttndemeath his house. The iterns are neither memorable nor signiflcant - they ,represent the
empty nothingness of grief and mouming.'7 A light source creates from the floorboards a beautiful formal bar-like shadow on the
rvall. Anne Marsh points out that the Book o/'Jonah is the less well-known part of the triptych sitting between the well-known
photographic installations In my Father's House (first version, 1992) and In Mv Mother'.c House (1994\. Within the psychoanalyic
framework within which Brassington typically works. 'the Book oJ Jonah is the rzm, nerve of the triptych; in many respects the
punctum ofthe psychoanalytic script and the disenrpowerment ofthe phallus."

Since 1995, Carolyn Eskdale has worked on an ongoing series of installations in Australia, Europe and Asia with the generic title
'room'. 'These works engage with the processes and reconstruction of actual, remembered and imagined living spaces.,q Her
installations are abottt the 'way we psyclrically inlrabit the rvorld - [they] ultimately denote horv profound that habitation is.'r0 Often
hand-sewn muslin wall-screens are constructed which sen'e to blur the difference between inside and outside and between what is
visible and what is invisible. Sometimes real objects, disassembled, are combined within or adjacent to the walls - such as carpet,
toomI2.96(MrsBirdissittingroom),herparents'bedroornfurniture. room2.98,Eskda1e'schildhoodbed,,ReconstructedDaughters
Bed, 1997 . The relocation of the f-urnihrre in the gallery suggests its absence frorn elsewhere, and renders the familiar unfamiliar.
Eskdale seeks also to problematise the primacy of viewing as she investigates her notion of the intangibility of hurnan memory.
Untitled room,5.08 moves Eskdale's room project a step further. The work is an installation of a reconstructed caravan annexe and
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its adjacent room, on a table lies a bor,rnd book of photographs. The caravan was in Esk4ale's family for thirty years and Eskdale
herself spent many holidays there; nrost recently it was where her mother spent a lot of tirne after her father died. 'The photographs
represent the final contact (touch) with the caravan. They document an inventory ofsorts, but a subjective, interpretative one that
conflates the mother and the daughter into one place.' rl

Elvis Richardson's Slide Shott Land Dototht' 2006 ispartof Stide Show Land, a pool of over 30,000 slides creating a vast library of
anonyrnous family portraits and travel destinations, purchased tiom e bay and second-hand stores and collected over the last seven
years. Richardsou is a collectol a habit she attributes in part to being adopted. 'l have an empathetic attraction to objects I find in
thrift stores and in the rubbish, objects that are not wanted or loved anymore. The objects then become the raw materials. The work is
about their t-ate.'r: At somc level she says the work is also about keeping lbmilies together. The Dorothy Elsbury collection consists
of 4000 slides and it is from this archive that the dual projection is created lbr Drearn Honrc. Doroth% the photographer, was born
in 1908. Dorothy and her husband Jack Elsbury had a ranch in Sacrarnento, Califomia. The images were taken between 1953 and
1976 and fall into two main groups - the dinner table still-lif'es and Jack as the 'Marlboro lnan'. These images speak of an idealised
existence - Jack offon his horse to do the fbmr work and Dorothy the dutilirl wit'e and homemaker. Jack and Dorothy are a childless
couple which makes the work somewhat poignant. For Dorothy the meticulous setting of the table colstitutes a form of aesthetic/
artistic expression then recreated in her amateur photography. One suspects that if Dorothy was bom in another time she may have
become an artist. For women such as Dorothy the artistic impulse had some outlet within their domestic interiors.

Matt Warren and Deborah Pollard's perfbmrance installation is the third instalment of an ongoing work entitled lpp orentlv Nothi,g.
The first two instalments were presented at Inflight Gallery Hobaft, in 2006. The work is a mix of live performance and installation
that explores notions of absence, loss and gpiet-. All works are made from task-based activities, which the artists set each other. This
new instahnent of Apparcntlv Nothingbegins with a live perfbnnance, which occurs in the first hour of the exhibition. The
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performance takes place at a dinner table, a setting normally associated with intirnate communication, but in this case the

dominant mood is one of sadness and loss conceming an absent friend. During the pertbrmance, the two artists are served a three-

course meal. A third place is set for an absent diner. Is this for a lost fiiend, or relative or in expectation ofsomeone's return?

Throughout the dinner the perfonners undertake tasks as they respond to instructions, delivered through headphones. The work is

consciously random and unrehearsed. The composer John Cage (1912 - 1992) has been a significant influence for both Warren and

Pollard and this is reflected in the use ofchance and randomness in all three versions of Apparcnth'Nothing. Cage's ideas on silence

are also influential and underline the theme of absence rvithin the rvork. During the perfonnance there is a projection on an adjacent

wall of a pre-recorded out-of-focus figure taking part in the dinner. The dinner itself is recorded and later re-played as a projection

onto the remains on the table. On another wall are projections of elements fiom earlier versions of Apparently Nothing including a

'walk through'of a home, left in a hurry, leaving behind the remnants of a personal and private world. This video is interspersed with

video diaries of an absent friend made bv the trvo oertbrmers

Stephanie Jones's oeuvre is firmly located in the domestic. in particular rvith the post-modem idea that the decorative. domestic

surface is no longer a secondary and lesser elenrent to the architectonic. She has been influenced by the theories of the nineteenth

century architect Gottfried Semper. He argues that '[b]uilding originates with the use ofwoven fabrics to define social spaces.

Specifically, the space ofdornesticity. The textiles arc not sirnply placed rvithin space to define a certain interiority. Rather, they are

theproductionofspaceitself ... Housingisaneffectofdecoration.'tslnHomesicknessJonestransfbrsarchitecturalfloorplansonto

wavelike pattemed flock wallpaper. The eflect is to create a house plan akin to my nightmare house, implying an unending qr.rest

and a pathological condition, hence the work's title. She says it is 'as if some t-anatical renovator has knocked down and relocated

waffs, endlessly shifting boundaries and reconstructing space.' !a Three of Jones' works liom her Sfrarlow of'Love series are included

in the exhibition: The Colour o/ Frost, So Lovely and Fresh Ltst. In these works the artist has inscribed her own life-size silhouette

onto the pattemed wallpaper. For those familiar with Charlotte Perkins Gilman's short story The Yellol, Wallpaper, 1899, there are
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obvious points ofreference' The work rvas inspired by a lifestyle show promoting texhrred raw wallpaper designed to be painted after
being adhered to a wall. Jones was drawn to the idea ofa blank surface and proceeded to inscribe her own tbln olto the surface with
coloured pencils (a medium associated with childhood). She says the meditative working process, unlike the patient's .rest cure, in
The Yellov'Wallptrper, was therapeilic and soothing.

Ruth Frost's photographic, video and digital art practice is largely concerned wirh memory and childhood. Her mother died when
Frost rvas very young' an event which ef-f-ectively destroyed her capacity to remember her childhood. For an exhibition in l995
Frost wrote: 'I had no tangible meurories of a childhood. A few glimnrers - my mother died when I was two and a half, I remember
the confusion and fear. I vaguely recall scenes from my father's remarriage perhaps a year and a halflater. I have been described
as a person without a past. Until recently I possessed none ofthe usual memorabilia that accompanies a life * no photographs, no
happy-snaps, no fbrnily my'ths. My life it seems began with my first year at high school. At age twelve a Iight is tumed on, memory
functions.' '5 This gap has shaped rnuch of Frost's art practice. l'ariations on a Room,l-11 attempts to create an evocatiorl of memory
itself. Inspired by a disused room. a child's bedroom or playroom which Frost fihned over successive visits. the video gives us
impressions of the room in diflbrent conditions and varying light. A dominant element in the work is a powerful light conring through
the window which is the focus of the film clip. The light draws us in as does menrory, but it also tbmrs a threshold beyond which we
can no longer see. So we retum to our own interior renriniscence. Memories exist in ftagments which have a psychodynamic rather
than a transparent logic.

Now out of the closet, the domestic becomes a source of inspiration for current artists. Art practice now ilcludes the spaces
of fernininity the'dining rooms. drawing rooms, bedrooms, balconies, terraces and private gardens - i' short, the spaces of
domesticity',r6 once subordinate to the theatres, the nightclubs, cafes and brothels - the male world of the flaneur. No longer is the
domestic antithetical to art as it was thought to be during the period of high modemism. Dream Home isbuilt around the work of

l5 nutl fr,rrt, f-t,,publishctl cxhibititxr notcs. Iq95. Hclen l\laxwcll (iallcn. (.anlrerra.
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several artists for whom the domestic is core business: Dvora Morag, Pat Brassington, Carollm Eskdale, Ruth Frost and Stephanie

Jones. What we have, therefore, in Drcon Home is work which has evolved over time and sits within the context of mature bodies of
wotk. For Elvis Richardson, Matt Warren and Deborah Pollard the domestic is not central but their work provides significant and

compelling variations on the broad themes of the project.

I hope that engaging with these worlrs - in their various mat€riat forms and their teasing out of concepts - will tigger individual
personal memories for the viewer and perhaps for some, lead to new ways of thinking and working.

Dr tr{ary Pridmorc
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